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My invention relates to improvements in 
that class of wheel straightening machines 
to which the adoption of the disk wheel has 
given birth. It is of especial utility in the 
straightening of disk wheels for‘ autorno~ 
biles. While having this special adaptation, 
however. it will innnediately be obvious that 
.it has other ?elds of use as well. 

There have been a number of such ma 
chines devised, however embodying a gen 
eral generic principle and carrying out a 
generic method. Critical adjustments are 
made in each case by clamping the central 
portion’ ofthe' wheel in such manner as to 

free in sub 
stantially the same manner as it would be 
projected when the wheel is mounted upon 
the vehicle and relieved from ground con 
tact, and applying straightening pressure to 
the distorted portion along lines substan 
tially parallel to the axis of the support. 
Certain of these machines have been adapted 
by inventors also to make non-critical ad 
justments, as for example approximate ad 
' and the 

relief of localized distortions not subject to 
relief by the generic method. This has been 
done by providing work-supporting tables 
adapted to support the work ?atwise or from 
points removed from the central portions, 
and co-acting with an overhead tool adapted 
to apply pressure thereupon. 
My improvements are directed to increas 

ing the facility of this latter adaptation in 
' conjunction with the former, augmenting its 

convenience of use, generally’ simplifying 
the construction at large to such extent that 
the ?rst cost of such presses is greatly re 
duced, and at the same time adapting the 
parts to arrangements in a rectangular 
frame of structural iron, which has proven 
to have great structural strength and rigid 
ity. . 

These ends I attain by arran ing a work 
supporting base transversely 0% the rectan 

. gular frame of structural iron intermediate 

50 

its top and bottom, adjustably mounting a 
work-supporting table of variable over-all 
dimensions thereon for universal adjustment, 
mounting on the same work-supporting base 
adjustable relatively to the said work-sup 
porting table a work-supporting center 
clamp, elevating the-clamp to project the 
rim portions of the wheel freely above the 

work table under all conditions of work, 
and arranging overhead a pressing tool to 
co-act commonly with both said table and 
clamp supports. I have by this construction 
attained in full the advantages which I have 
sought, all of which will be clearly appar 
ent from the following detailed description: 
In the drawings, - 
Fig. 1 is a front elevation of the machine 

showing the work clamp in use. 
Fig. 2 is a plan view of the same. 
Fig. 3 is a front elevation showing the 

work table in use the work being shown in 
section. - 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view taken through 
Fig. 1 looking in the direction of the arrows 
marked 4—4, and _ 

Fig. 5 is a sectional View taken on the 
lines 5-—-5 of Fig. 1. ‘ _ 
The rectangular frame is composed of a 

pair of substantially vertical standards 10, 
11, erected upon ?oor base members 12, 13, 
arranged transversely of their common 
plane. They are interconnected by a bot 
tom stringer 14 comprising the bottom of the 
frame. The top of the frame comprises a 
pair of spaced rails 15, 16, interconnecting 
the tops of the standards 10, 11, and bolted 
to the side ?anges thereof. . 

Intermediate the top and bottom of the 
rectangular frame composed of members 10, 
11. 14, 15', 16 are a. pair of rails 17, 18, 
bolted, respectively, on opposite sides of the 
standardslO, 11, as are the top rails 15 and 
16. These constitute a work-supporting base 
adapted to support the work from their up 
per edges or ?anges, which edges or ?anges 
are arranged in substantially an horizontal 
plane. 

Carried by this work-supporting base on 
one side between standards 10 and 11 is a 
work-supporting table made in two sections 
19 and 20. Each sectioniis secured to the 
top of the base by hook-ended bolts 21,engag 
ing in holes in the depending‘?anges 22 be 
neath the table top and having their oppos 
site ends pass through straps 23 which pass 
beneath the bottom of the base 17, 18. The 
bolts 21 are spaced laterally from the sides 
of the base 17 , 18 and each section 19, 20 of 
the table is therefore universally adjustable 
over the base, longitudinally by reason of 
the sliding connection of the mounting de 
scribed, and laterally by reason of the spaced 
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relation of bolts 21 with respect to the base 
17, 18. At the same time these sections 19, 20 

' may be adjusted relatively to each other to 
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reduce the over-all expanse of the top of the 
table. This table is adapted to support ?at 
wise, by its rim or other outer portions, an 
entire wheel to be worked upon, as indicated 
in Fig. 3. 
Also carried by the base 17, 18 is a. work 

supporting clamp 24 including a block 25 
slidably mounted longitudinally of base 17, 
18 between the rails thereof. 'This block 
may be secured in any adjusted‘ position by 
means of bolt 26 passing through-the trans— 
verse under-stool 27. On its sides it is pro 
vided with aligning clips 28. In its top it 
carries a substantially vertical upstanding 
clamping bolt 29 and nut 30. By this bolt 
and nut there is secured to the top of block 
25 the wheel-supporting ?xture 31 adapted 
to have clamped to it a central portion of 
the wheel to be straightened in much the 
same manner as the wheel itself is clamped 
upon the hub of a vehicle. Indeed the ?x 
ture resembles a hub and'is provided with 
a spindle portion 32 immediately surround 
ing the clamping‘ bolt v29, a base ?ange por 
tion 33 by which this ?xture is seated and 
aligned upon block 25, and a wheel-mounu 
ing ?ange 34 to which the central portion of 
the disk of the wheel extending to that por 
tion secured to‘ the hub of a vehicle is ?rmly 
clamped by a number of screws or bolts 35. 
A plurality of these ?xtures 31 are provided 
in connection with each machine, one for 
each size and type of wheel being operated 
upon. Such wheels differ in the diameter of 
the clamped central portion and also in the 
number and size of the bolt holes by means 
of which they are clamped. 
Mounted on the top rails 15, 16 to one side 

of'the center of the machine, that side occu 
pied by’ the work-supporting table 19, 20, is 
a screw-operated pressing tool 36 also ar 
ranged substantially ve'rtically, and adapted 
to apply straightening pressure along lines 
substantially parallel to the axis of the 
mounting of the wheehto be straightened. 
This pressing tool is operated by the ratchet 
mechanism designated generally 37 and op 
erated by handle 38 journaled on the up— 
right 10 of the frame vof the machine. This 
operating mechanism per se forms no part 
of my invention and need not, therefore, be 
described in detail. Its arrangement and 

- mounting, however, enter intimately into 
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‘combination with the other elements of my 
invention. 
Operation is as follows: I 
The wheel to be straightened having been 

examined by the operator, it is ascertained 
immediately whether there are localized dis~ 
tortions and indentations or general region 
al distortions or both, and furthermore, the 
degree of guch distortions is observed. Any 
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localized distortions or indentations may be ' 
corrected by placing the wheel upon the 
work-supporting table 19, 20 either ?atwise 
upon its rim or upon suitable intervened 
supports and the proper application of pres 
sure to the localized distortion or indenta 
tion made through the pressing tool 36 to 
?rst remove the same and restore the surface 
of the disk to approximately proper form. 
In this operation, the work-supporting table 
19, 20 can be adjusted at‘will to the proper 
dimension and position laterally or longi 
tudinally of the work-supporting base 17 to 
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most adequately support the wheel to meet ' 
‘the requirements of the particular straight 
ening operation being performed. - The fact 
that-the pressing tool 36 is mounted substan 
tially verticall above the approximate cen 
ter of the wor -supporting table‘ enables me 
to reach any part of the wheel either by 
shifting the wheel over the surface of the 
table or adjusting the work-supporting ta 
ble, or both. If the regional or general dis— 
tort-ion of the wheel is such that a partial 
restoration can be effected while the wheel is ~ 
upon the work-supporting table, such par 
tial restoration is effected before removing 
the wheel from the table. ' ' 

These actions having been taken, the Wheel 
is then placed upon ?xture 31 and clamped 
thereon by the bolts 35, thus permanently ?x 
ing its central portion to the ?xture. It is 
then given a turn or two about bolt 29 so that 
the point of application of pressure may 
be noted and 
ment with respect to the pressing tool may 
be made, whereupon both‘clamping block 
25 and ?xture 31 are clamped in position by 
the securing nuts. Then pressure is applied 
‘through the tool 36 on a line substantially 
parallel with the axis of the wheel, as rep 
resented by securing bolt 29, a su?icient 
number of times at each chosen point to reo 
tify the general and regional distortion of 
the wheel. In most‘ instances, after the 10 
Cali/zed distortions and indentations have 
been removed, the complete straightening 
can be effected by applying ythese axially 
parallel pressures to various points of the 
rim of the wheel, but in other cases similar 
pressure is applied to various points on the 
disk of the wheel itself. In any case, when 
ever desired, the wheel may be rotated about 
its axis by merely loosening the clamping 
nut 30, and may be adjusted longitudinally 
of the work-supporting base 17, 18 at will; 
Becausethe supporting clampis located 

immediately adjacent the work-supporting 
table, those portions of the wheel which pro 
ject freely from it are projected over the 
table and beneath the pressing tool. More 
over, the relative elevation of the table and 
the work-supporting clamp and their rela- 
tive arrangement with they pressing tool 
make it possible to make adyustments 1'9 

proper radial relative adjust~ 
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quiring de?ections of any required degree 
to or from the Work-supporting table. 
Throughout the construction I have used 

in the main standard sections of channel 
iron. Substantially the‘ entire rectangular 
supporting frame is composed of such sec 
tions, notably also the work-supporting table 
19, 20; and the block 25 of the work-support~ 
ing clamp is also formed of assembled 
lengths of channel section bars. The secur 
ingbolts 21 of the- work-supporting table 
are attached to the ?anges of these bars, all 

' _ of the ?anges being down-turned whereby 

15 
’ gether 

20 

. lowered. 

25 
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' from their outer portions, 

table top is planer Moreover, the adjacent 
?anges of pairs of 

to form the sections 19 and 20 of the 
table. In the case of the block 25, the in 
turned ?anges at the bottom ride upon out 
turned ?anges of the work-supporting base 
17, 1.8, and at the top are interconnected by 
bridge block 25’. So is the fundamental 'sim 
plicity of my straightening machine aug 
mented,'its lightness increased, and its cost 

The attached claims are to be interpreted 
in the light of the generic invention in 
volved 

I claim: ' ' 

1. A machine of tie character described 
comprising a work-supporting base, a work 
supporting table carried“ by said base and 
adapted to. support a wheel ?atwise upon its 
rim, a work-carrying clamp'adjacent said 
base adapted to support a wheel from its 
central portion with its rim ‘portions pro 
jecting freely, and a pressing tool overhang; 
ing the base and arranged to co-act common 
‘ly with the table and clamp ‘supports, re 
spectively. 4 

2. A machine of the character described 
work-supporting base, a work 

table carried thereby and made in sections 
relatively adjustable on said base to adapt 
it to support wheels of different sizes ?atwise 

means to clamp 
said sections in adjusted position upon the 
base and a pressing tool‘ arranged above the 
base and‘ adapted to engage the work sup 
ported by said table. - ' 

.3. A machine of the character described 
comprising a work-supporting table adapt 
ed to support a wheel ?atwise from its rim, 
an immediately adjacent work-supporting 
clamp adapted to clamp the central portion 
of the wheel, and a pressing too'l arranged 
above said work-supporting table and adapt 
ed to co-act commonly with said table and 
clamp supports, respectively.v ‘ 

the bars are connected to-l 

between said standards, 

machine of the character described 
comprising a Work-supporting table adapted 
to support a wheel 

adapted to clamp the central portion of the 
wheel being worked upon elevated, above the 
plane of the table su?iciently to project the 
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_ tobe worked upon ?at-j I 
WlSOfI‘Oll'l its run, a work-supporting clamp’ 
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rim of the wheel freely above said table in ' 
all working positions, and a pressing tool 
arranged above‘ sald'work supports in, co 
operative relation thereto. ' ' 

5. A machine of the class described com 
prising a pair of spaced base rails, a work 
support-ing table adapted to support the work 
?atwise from its outer portions, and a Work 
supporting clamp adapted to support the 
work from its central portion, both .slidab‘ly 
‘mounted on said rails, and a working tool 
permanently mounted in ‘overhead co.-opera~ 
the relation to sand, work-supporting means. 

6'. A machine of the character described 
comprising a work-supporting table adapted 
to support the work ?atwise from its outer 
portion, 
table and adapted to cooperate with the 
work thereon, and'a work-supporting clamp. 
adapted to clamp the work from its central 
portion with-its rim portions projecting free 
ly, which parts are adjustable relatively to 
each other whereby 
supports may be operated upon by the same 
pressing tool. ' . 1 

7 . A machine of the character described 
comprising a pair 
tending standards, an interconnecting work 
supporting base, a work-supporting table car 
ried between said standards on one side 
of saidbase, a work-supporting centerclamp 
carried by said base on theopposite side also 

and a working tool 
arranged in overhead relation to said. ele 
Lnents and to one side of the center of said 
ase. > 

8. A machine of the character described 
comprising a work-supporting base, a work 
supporting table adapted to support a wheel _ 
?at-wise at its outer portions and bodily ad 

_ jnstable on said base, said table being formed 
in sections relatively adjustable to each other, 
means for clamping the table in any adjusted 
position on said base, and a pressing tool 
mounted in overhead relationv to said table 
to cooperate with the work mounted on said 
table. _ ‘ 

Intestimony whereof I hereunto a?ix-my 
sigy?lture. ' " ' 
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a working tool arranged above said _ 

of spaced vertically-ex-_ 
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